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The Power/Naomi Alderman
All over the world women are discovering they have the power.
With a flick of the fingers they can inflict terrible pain - even
death. Suddenly, every man on the planet finds they have lost
control. The day of the girls has arrived - but where will it end?
Exploring the concepts of gender, hierarchy and power, The
Power is an ingenious and masterfully crafted piece of feminist
science fiction as well as a searing indictment of our
contemporary world.

Brick Lane/Monica Ali

“Still in her teenage years, Nazneen finds herself in an arranged
marriage with a disappointed man who is twenty years older.
Away from the mud and heat of her Bangladeshi village, home is
now a cramped flat in a high-rise block in London's East End.
Nazneen knows not a word of English, and is forced to depend
on her husband. But unlike him she is practical and wise, and
befriends a fellow Asian girl Razia, who helps her understand the
strange ways of her adopted new British home.”
A superb novel about isolation, immigration and the mixing of
cultures.

Money /Martin Amis

“This is the story of John Self, consumer extraordinaire. Rolling
around New York and London, he makes deals, spends wildly
and does reckless movie-world business, all the while grabbing
everything he can to sate his massive appetites: alcohol, tobacco,
pills, pornography, a mountain of junk food and more.
Ceaselessly inventive and thrillingly savage, this is a tale of life
lived without restraint; of money, the terrible things it can do and
the disasters it can precipitate.”
A novel of wit and satire aimed at questioning our relationship
with money and consumerism. Dazzling prose and caustic wit
propel this novel along a course that pokes holes in what defines
our identities and the human condition as a whole.

The Handmaid’s Tale/Margaret Atwood
Set in twenty-first century America, Atwood depicts a society
that has grown both culturally and physically sterile under a
religious fundamentalist dictatorship. Only a small number of
women are still fertile, and these so-called ‘handmaids’ are both
prized for and reduced to their reproductive function, being
assigned to wealthy and powerful men in order to bear their
children. The story focuses on one of these handmaids, Offred,
and her tale encompasses both life before the rise of
fundamentalism, her growing resistance to the regime, and her
attempted escape. A classic feminist exploration of sexual
politics, set in a dystopian future world.

The Wasp Factory/ Iain Banks
'Two years after I killed Blyth I murdered my young brother Paul,
for quite different reasons than I'd disposed of Blyth, and then a
year after that I did for my young cousin Esmerelda, more or less
on a whim. That's my score to date. Three. I haven't killed
anybody for years, and don't intend to ever again. It was just a
stage I was going through.'
A dark and twisted Gothic horror story, this book is impossible
to put down.
Not one for the faint of heart!

The Sense of an Ending/Julian Barnes

“Tony Webster and his clique first met Adrian Finn at school.
Sex-hungry and book-hungry, they would navigate the girl-less
sixth form together, trading in affectations, in-jokes, rumour and
wit. Maybe Adrian was a little more serious than the others,
certainly more intelligent, but they all swore to stay friends for
life.
Now Tony is retired. He's had a career and a single marriage, a
calm divorce. He's certainly never tried to hurt anybody.
Memory, though, is imperfect. It can always throw up surprises,
as a lawyer's letter is about to prove.”
A book about memory and how we construct our pasts and the
people in them.

Oroonoko/ Aphra Behn

“When Prince Oroonoko's passion for the virtuous Imoinda
arouses the jealousy of his grandfather, the lovers are cast into
slavery and transported from Africa to the colony of Surinam.
Oroonoko's noble bearing soon wins the respect of his English
captors, but his struggle for freedom brings about his
destruction.”
Oroonoko was inspired by Aphra Behn’s travels in Africa and
her romantic view of the people as ‘noble savages’. The novel
also struggles with Behn’s ambiguous attitudes towards African
slavery.

Any Human Heart/William Boyd
Every life is both ordinary and extraordinary, but Logan
Mountstuart's - lived from the beginning to the end of the
twentieth century - contains more than its fair share of both. As a
writer who finds inspiration with Hemingway in Paris and
Virginia Woolf in London, as a spy recruited by Ian Fleming and
betrayed in the war and as an art-dealer in '60s New York, Logan
mixes with the movers and shakers of his times. But as a son,
friend, lover and husband, he makes the same mistakes we all do
in our search for happiness. Here, then, is the story of a life lived
to the full - and a journey deep into a very human heart.

The Master and the Margarita/ Mikhail Bulgakov

“The devil makes a personal appearance in Moscow
accompanied by various demons, including a naked girl and a
huge black cat. When he leaves, the asylums are full and the
forces of law and order in disarray. Only the Master, a man
devoted to truth, and Margarita, the woman he loves, can resist
the devil's onslaught.”
This book is widely regarded as one of the best Russian novels of
all time. Weaving a complex mix of fantasy, historical fiction,
political satire, romantic comedy and tragedy into one of the
greatest novels of all time. It may seem absurd, but the novel asks
some big questions about religion and governance.

A Clockwork Orange/Anthony Burgess

“Fifteen-year-old Alex doesn’t just like ultraviolence—he also
enjoys rape, drugs and Beethoven’s Ninth. He and his gang
rampage through a dystopian future, hunting for thrills. But
when Alex finds himself at the mercy of the state and the
ministrations of Dr Brodsky, the government psychologist, he
discovers that fun is no longer the order of the day…”
Dark, forbidding, funny with a language that is bent and twisted,
Clockwork Orange is an ingenious work of fiction that disturbs
and delights in equal measure.
This book has graphic content that may not be suitable for some
readers.

The Miniaturist/Jessie Burton
On an autumn day in 1686, eighteen-year-old Nella Oortman
knocks at the door of a grand house in the wealthiest quarter of
Amsterdam. She has come from the country to begin a new life
as the wife of illustrious merchant trader Johannes Brandt, but
instead she is met by his sharp-tongued sister, Marin. Only later
does Johannes appear and present her with an extraordinary
wedding gift: a cabinet-sized replica of their home. It is to be
furnished by an elusive miniaturist, whose tiny creations mirror
their real-life counterparts in unexpected ways . . .
Beautiful, intoxicating and filled with heart-pounding suspense,
The Miniaturist is a magnificent story of love and obsession,
betrayal and retribution, appearance and truth.

The Outsider/Albert Camus
Meursault leads an apparently unremarkable bachelor life in
Algiers until he commits a random act of violence. His lack of
emotion and failure to show remorse only serve to increase his
guilt in the eyes of the law, and challenges the fundamental
values of society - a set of rules so binding that any person
breaking them is condemned as an outsider. For Meursault, this
is an insult to his reason and a betrayal of his hopes; for Camus it
encapsulates the absurdity of life.
In The Outsider (1942), his classic existentialist novel, Camus
explores the predicament of the individual who refuses to
pretend and is prepared to face the indifference of the universe,
courageously and alone

What a Carve Up!/ Jonathan Coe
A brilliant noir farce, a dystopian vision and the story of an
obsession. Michael is a lonely, rather pathetic writer, obsessed by
the film, 'What A Carve Up!' in which a mad knifeman cuts his
way through the inhabitants of a decrepit stately pile as the
thunder rages.
Inexplicably, Michael is commissioned to write the family history
of the Winshaws, an upper class Yorkshire clan whose members
have a finger in every establishment pie. But as a murderous
maniac stalks the family, Michael realizes that his favourite film is
coming true.

Disgrace/J.M. Coetzee
After years teaching Romantic poetry at the Technical University
of Cape Town, David Lurie, middle-aged and twice divorced, has
an impulsive affair with a student. The affair sours; he is
denounced and summoned before a committee of inquiry.
Willing to admit his guilt, but refusing to yield to pressure to
repent publicly, he resigns and retreats to his daughter Lucy's
isolated smallholding.
For a time, his daughter's influence and the natural rhythms of
the farm promise to harmonise his discordant life. But the
balance of power in the country is shifting. He and Lucy become
victims of a savage and disturbing attack which brings into relief
all the faultlines in their relationship.

The Vet’s Daughter/Barbara Comyns

Alice Rowlands lives with a glowering father ‘like a disappointed
thunderstorm’, a fast-fading mother and a beastly menagerie in a
dark house in 1930s Battersea. With her mother’s death, life
becomes almost intolerable for Alice, whose father treats her as a
slave. The kind ‘Blinkers’, the vet’s assistant, arranges for her to
live with his mother in the country.
There, Alice revels in the beauty of nature and falls head over
heels for Nicholas the lovely boy who takes her skating,
motoring, and smiles at her. But Nicholas has other fish to fry,
and Alice is forced to fall back on a talent for rising above her
troubles...

Heart of Darkness/Joseph Conrad

Based on Conrad’s own experiences with a Belgian trading
company in the Congo, Heart of Darkness is an incisive
exploration of Western colonialism in Africa. It follows the story
of Marlow, a sailor who takes passage on a series of European
steamboats, journeying into the interior of Africa, which Marlow
describes as “a place of darkness.” However the violent
exploitation of the African people that Marlow witnesses along
the way, lead us to question the nature and source of this
darkness, and reveals the illegitimacy and unrestrained brutality
of the colonial enterprise.

Captain Corelli’s Mandolin/Louis de Bernieres
It is 1941 and Captain Antonio Corelli, a young Italian officer, is
posted to the Greek island of Cephallonia as part of the
occupying forces. At first he is ostracised by the locals, but as a
conscientious but far from fanatical soldier, whose main aim is to
have a peaceful war, he proves in time to be civilised, humorous and a consummate musician.
When the local doctor's daughter's letters to her fiancé - and
members of the underground - go unanswered, the working of
the eternal triangle seems inevitable. But can this fragile love
survive as a war of bestial savagery gets closer and the lines are
drawn between invader and defender?

The Man in the High Castle/Philip K Dick
Imagine if the Axis powers had won the Second World War.
Imagine if America had been carved in two, one half going to the
Nazi Reich and the other to the Japanese empire. This is the
world of The Man in the High Castle.
Set against this backdrop a small group of resistance cells work to
undermine the occupying forces, and a mysterious author
releases a book that questions if any of this ever really
happened…
One of the best science fiction books ever written and a must for
anybody interested in WW2 history.

Great Expectations/Charles Dickens
Great Expectations follows the journey of its narrator, Pip, an
orphan with dreams of escaping the household of his abusive
older sister and becoming a respectable gentleman. Along the
way he is accosted by an escaped convict, and acquires an
eccentric benefactor in the form of Miss Havisham, a woman
who has not taken off her wedding dress since her fiancé left her
at the altar years earlier, and who has her own sinister plans for
both Pip and her daughter Estella. One of Dicken’s most wellloved novels, with a host of memorable characters and dollops
of intrigue, fun, peril, redemption and love triumphing in the
end.

The Barrytown Trilogy/ Roddy Doyle

Here, in one volume, are Roddy Doyle’s three acclaimed novels
about the Rabbitte family from Barrytown, Dublin. In them we
follow the rapid rise of Jimmy Rabbitte’s soul band, the
Commitments, and their equally rapid fall; Sharon Rabbitte’s
attempts to keep the identity of her unborn child’s father a secret,
amid intense speculation from her family and friends; and the
fortunes of the travelling fish ‘n’ chips van that Jimmy Rabbitte
Sr and his friend Bimbo launch for the good people of
Barrytown.
Hilarious, laugh-out-loud funny and a wonderful read!

A Heartbreaking Work of Staggering Genius/
Dave Eggers
Is a memoir by Dave Eggers released in 2000. It chronicles
his stewardship of younger brother Christopher "Toph" Eggers
following the cancer-related deaths of his parents.
“Exhilarating… Profoundly moving, occasionally angry and
often hilarious… A Heart Breaking Work of Staggering Genius is
finally, a finite book of jest, which is why it succeeds so
brilliantly. Eggers’s most powerful prose if often his most
straightforward, relying on old fashioned truth telling for its
punch.”

The Mill on the Floss/ George Eliot

“Tragic and moving, The Mill on the Floss is a novel of grand
passions and tormented lives. As the rebellious Maggie's fiery
spirit and imaginative nature bring her into bitter conflict with
her narrow provincial family, most painfully with her beloved
brother Tom, their fates are played out on an epic scale. George
Eliot drew on her own frustrated rural upbringing to create one
of the great novels of childhood, and one of literature's most
unforgettable heroines.”
A novel about growing up, defying familial expectations and
forging your own path, but does it all end happily ever after for
Maggie Tulliver?...

The Virgin Suicides/Jeffrey Eugenides

This is the story of the five Lisbon sisters – beautiful, eccentric,
and obsessively watched by the entire neighbourhood.
The boys that once loved them from afar are now grown men,
determined to understand a tragedy that has always defied
explanation. For still, the question remains – why did all five of
the Lisbon girls take their own lives?
This hypnotic and unforgettable novel treats adolescent love and
death with haunting sensitivity and dark humour, and creates a
coming-of-age story unlike any of our time.

Birdsong/Sebastian Faulks
A novel of overwhelming emotional power, Birdsong is a story
of love, death, sex and survival. Stephen Wraysford, a young
Englishman, arrives in Amiens in northern France in 1910 to stay
with the Azaire family, and falls in love with unhappily married
Isabelle. But, with the world on the brink of war, the relationship
falters, and Stephen volunteers to fight on the Western Front.
His love for Isabelle forever engraved on his heart, he
experiences the unprecedented horrors of that conflict - from
which neither he nor any reader of this book can emerge
unchanged.

Howard’s End/ E.M. Forster

“A heartbreaking and provocative tale of three families at the
beginning of the twentieth century: the rich Wilcoxes, the gentle,
idealistic Schlegels and the lower-middle class Basts. As the
Schlegel sisters try desperately to help the Basts and educate the
close-minded Wilcoxes, the families are drawn together in love,
lies and death.”
This novel shows Forster’s inner most thoughts on the changes
in the world around him. His fears over modernisation and the
loss of a simpler way of life. This novel is regarded as his best,
and is not one to be missed!

The Collector/John Fowles
Withdrawn, uneducated and unloved, Frederick collects
butterflies and takes photographs. He is obsessed with a beautiful
stranger, the art student Miranda. When he wins the pools he
buys a remote Sussex house and calmly abducts Miranda,
believing she will grow to love him in time. Alone and desperate,
Miranda must struggle to overcome her own prejudices and
contempt if she is understand her captor, and so gain her
freedom.

The Beach/Alex Garland

“Backpacker Richard lands in East Asia in search of an earthly
utopia. In Thailand, he is given a map promising an unknown
island, a secluded beach - and a new way of life. What Richard
finds when he gets there is breath-taking: more extraordinary,
more frightening than his wildest dreams.”
A compelling adventure story, with shades of Lord of the Flies. A
secret community of travellers and backpackers set up on a
secluded Thai island and it seems like paradise, but are they alone
and how long can will it be before things start to fall apart?

The Tin Drum/Gunter Grass
On his third birthday Oskar decides to stop growing. Haunted by
the deaths of his parents and wielding his tin drum Oskar
recounts the events of his extraordinary life; from the long
nightmare of the Nazi era to his anarchic adventures in post-war
Germany.
Arguably the most important German novel of the post-war era.

The Reluctant Fundamentalist/ Mohsin Hamid
'Excuse me, sir, but may I be of assistance? Ah, I see I have
alarmed you. Do not be frightened by my beard. I am a lover of
America...'
So speaks the mysterious stranger at a Lahore cafe as dusk settles.
Invited to join him for tea, you learn his name and what led this
speaker of immaculate English to seek you out. For he is more
worldly than you might expect; better travelled and better
educated. He knows the West better than you do. And as he tells
you his story, of how he embraced the Western dream -- and a
Western woman -- and how both betrayed him, so the night
darkens. Then the true reason for your meeting becomes
abundantly clear...

Tess of the D'Urbervilles/Thomas Hardy
When Tess Durbeyfield is driven by family poverty to claim
kinship with the wealthy D’Urbervilles and seek a portion of
their family fortune, meeting her ‘cousin’ Alec proves to be her
downfall. A very different man, Angel Clare, seems to offer her
love and salvation; but Tess must choose whether to reveal her
past or remain silent in the hope of a peaceful future. With its
sensitive depiction of the wronged Tess and with its powerful
criticism of social convention, Tess of the D'Urbervilles is one of
the most moving and poetic of Hardy’s Novels.

Catch-22/Joseph Heller
Set in the closing months of World War II, this is the story of a
bombardier named Yossarian who is frantic and furious because
thousands of people he has never met are trying to kill him. His
real problem is not the enemy - it is his own army which keeps
increasing the number of missions the men must fly to complete
their service. If Yossarian makes any attempts to excuse himself
from the perilous missions then he is caught in Catch-22: if he
flies he is crazy, and doesn't have to; but if he doesn't want to he
must be sane and has to. That's some catch...

For Whom the Bell Tolls/Ernest Hemingway
High in the pine forests of the Spanish Sierra, a guerrilla band
prepares to blow up a vital bridge. Robert Jordan, a young
American volunteer, has been sent to handle the dynamiting.
There, in the mountains, he finds the dangers and the intense
comradeship of war. And there he discovers Maria, a young
woman who has escaped from Franco's rebels. Like many of his
novels, For Whom the bell Tolls is one of the greatest novels of the
twentieth century by one of the greatest American writers.
The best fictionalised account of the Spanish Civil War in
existence. A tale of comradeship, political critique and beautiful
description that will leave you a lifetime fan of Hemingway.

Christopher and His Kind/Christopher Isherwood
In November 1929, Christopher Isherwood - determined to
become a 'permanent foreigner' - packed a rucksack and two
suitcases and left England on a one-way ticket for Berlin. With
incredible candour and wit, Isherwood recalls the decadence of
Berlin's night scene and his route to sexual liberation. As the
Nazis rise to power, Isherwood describes his dramatic struggle to
save his partner Heinz from persecution.

James Joyce/Portrait of the Artists as a Young Man
Playful and experimental, James Joyce's autobiographical A
Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man is a vivid portrayal of
emotional and intellectual development.
The portrayal of Stephen Dedalus's Dublin childhood and youth,
his quest for identity through art and his gradual emancipation
from the claims of family, religion and Ireland itself, is also an
oblique self-portrait of the young James Joyce and a universal
testament to the artist's 'eternal imagination'. Both an insight into
Joyce's life and childhood, and a unique work of modernist
fiction, A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man is a novel of sexual
awakening, religious rebellion and the essential search for voice
and meaning that every nascent artist must face in order to fully
come into themselves.

Metamorphosis/Franz Karka
This collection of new translations brings together the small
proportion of Kafka's works that he himself thought worthy of
publication. It includes Metamorphosis, his most famous work, an
exploration of horrific transformation and alienation; Meditation,
a collection of his earlier studies; The Judgement, written in a single
night of frenzied creativity; The Stoker, the first chapter of a novel
set in America and a fascinating occasional piece, and The
Aeroplanes at Brescia, Kafka's eyewitness account of an air display
in 1909. Together, these stories reveal the breadth of Kafka's
literary vision and the extraordinary imaginative depth of his
thought.

On the Road/Jack Kerouac
The book that launched a thousand road-trips, On the Road is a
semi-fictionalised account of Kerouac’s travels back and forth
across the United States, accompanied by a band of Beat
Generation figureheads including Allen Ginsberg, William S.
Burroughs and Neal Cassady. Kerouac’s prose is as intoxicating
as ever, as he described their hedonistic pursuit of “release or
fulfilment through drink, sex, drugs and jazz.
An exploration of personal freedom, and a test of the limits of
the American dream.”

One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest/Ken Kesey

“Tyrannical Nurse Ratched rules her ward in an Oregon State
mental hospital with a strict and unbending routine, unopposed
by her patients, who remain cowed by mind-numbing medication
and the threat of electroshock therapy. But her regime is
disrupted by the arrival of McMurphy - the swaggering, funloving trickster with a devilish grin who resolves to oppose her
rules on behalf of his fellow inmates.”
A raucous, ribald novel that examines the line between sanity and
madness.

The Poisonwood Bible/Barbara Kingsolver
Barbara Kingsolver's acclaimed international bestseller tells the
story of an American missionary family in the Congo during a
poignant chapter in African history. It spins the tale of the fierce
evangelical Baptist, Nathan Price, who takes his wife and four
daughters on a missionary journey into the heart of darkness of
the Belgian Congo in 1959. They carry with them to Africa all
they believe they will need from home, but soon find that all of it
- from garden seeds to the King James Bible - is calamitously
transformed on African soil. Told from the perspective of the
five women, this is a compelling exploration of African history,
religion, family, and the many paths to redemption.

The Buddha of Suburbia/Hanif Kureishi
Karim lives with his Mum and Dad in a suburb of south London
and dreams of making his escape to the bright lights of the big
city. But his father is no ordinary Dad, he is 'the Buddha of
suburbia', a strange and compelling figure whose powers of
meditation hold a circle of would-be mystics spellbound with the
fascinations of the East.
Among his disciples is the glamorous and ambitious Eva, and
when 'the Buddha of suburbia' runs off with her to a crumbling
flat in Barons Court, Karim's life becomes changed in ways that
even he had never dreamed of . . .

The Impressionist/Hari Kunzru
In India, at the birth of the last century, an infant is brought
howling into the world, his remarkable paleness marking him out
from his brown-skinned fellows. Revered at first, he is later cast
out from his wealthy home when his true parentage is revealed.
So begins Pran Nath's odyssey of self-discovery - a journey that
will take him from the streets of Agra, via the red light district of
Bombay, to the brick cloisters of Oxford and beyond - as he
struggles to understand who he really is.

Sons and Lovers/D.H. Lawrence
When the marriage between Walter Morel and his sensitive, highminded wife begins to break down, the bitterness of their
frustration seeps into their children's lives. Their second son,
Paul, craves the warmth of family and community, but knows
that he must sacrifice everything in the struggle for independence
if he is not to repeat his parents' failure. Lawrence's powerful
description of Paul's single-minded efforts to define himself
sexually and emotionally through relationships with two women the innocent, old-fashioned Miriam Leivers and the experienced,
provocatively modern Clara Dawes - makes this a novel as much
for the beginning of the twenty-first century as it was for the
beginning of the twentieth.

Left of the Bang/Claire Lowden
Left of the bang: a military term for the build-up to an explosion.
For failing concert pianist Tamsin Jarvis, the pressure is
mounting. She thought she was happy with her adoring
schoolteacher boyfriend Callum, but when Chris comes into their
lives, that starts to change. In a few months Chris will be gone,
leaving for his first tour of Afghanistan. Nothing seems to be
working out the way Tamsin wants it to – in fact, she’s not even
sure what it is she wants.
A funny, unflinching insider’s view on the generation born in the
1980s – who are often having much less fun than it seems – this
is a Vanity Fair for our times.

Station Eleven/Emily St John Mandel
One snowy night in Toronto famous actor Arthur Leander dies
on stage whilst performing the role of a lifetime. That same
evening a deadly virus touches down in North America.
The world will never be the same again.
Twenty years later Kirsten, an actress in the Travelling
Symphony, performs Shakespeare in the settlements that have
grown up since the collapse.
But then her newly hopeful world is threatened.
If civilization was lost, what would you preserve? And how far
would you go to protect it?

Death in Venice and Other Tales/Thomas Mann
Death in Venice is a story of obsession. Gustave von
Aschenbach is a successful but ageing writer who travels to
Venice for a holiday. One day, at dinner, Aschenbach notices
an exceptionally beautiful young boy who is staying with his
family in the same hotel. Soon his days begin to revolve around
seeing this boy and he is too distracted to pay attention to the
ominous rumours that have begun to circulate about disease
spreading through the city.

Wolf Hall/Hilary Mantel

Mantel’s sprawling historical novel following the rise and political
manoeuvrings of Thomas Cromwell in the court of King Henry
VIII. The novel covers Henry’s assertion of authority in the
annulment of his marriage to Catherine of Aragon, and marriage
to Anne Boleyn, the English church’s break with Rome and the
dissolution of the monasteries.
You have read the history surrounding Henry VIII, but this
novel humanises the historic figures and you are quickly caught
up in their lives.
A must read for those interested in Tudor England.

Cormac McCarthy/No Country for Old Men

“Llewelyn Moss, hunting antelope near the Rio Grande,
stumbles upon a transaction gone horribly wrong. Finding bulletridden bodies, several kilos of heroin, and a caseload of cash, he
faces a choice - leave the scene as he found it, or cut the money
and run. Choosing the latter, he knows, will change everything.
And so begins a terrifying chain of events, in which each
participant seems determined to answer the question that one
asks another: how does a man decide in what order to abandon
his life?”
If you like hard-hitting books that don’t relent, then Cormac
McCarthy is the author for you. Take a chance on No Country for
Old Men, a novel that leaves bodies piled high in a suspense-filled
game of cat and mouse.

Atonement/Ian McEwan

“On the hottest day of the summer of 1935, thirteen-year-old
Briony Tallis sees her sister Cecilia strip off her clothes and
plunge into the fountain in the garden of their country house.
Watching her too is Robbie Turner who, like Cecilia, has
recently come down from Cambridge. By the end of that day,
the lives of all three will have been changed for ever, as Briony
commits a crime for which she will spend the rest of her life
trying to atone.”
Like Life of Pi this book is a story about how we tell stories, do
we leave all the horrible bits in? Do we change the ending if it’s
not to our liking? This book is brilliantly written and a stark
look at the horrors of WWI, but it is also so much more...

One Hundred Years of Solitude/
Gabriel Garcia Marquez
Gabriel García Márquez's great masterpiece is the story of seven
generations of the Buendía family and of Macondo, the town
they have built. Though little more than a settlement surrounded
by mountains, Macondo has its wars and disasters, even its
wonders and miracles. A microcosm of Columbian life, its
secrets lie hidden, encoded in a book and only Aureliano Buendía
can fathom its mysteries and reveal its shrouded destiny.
Blending political reality with magic realism, fantasy with comic
invention, One Hundred Years of Solitude is one of the most daringly
original works of the twentieth century.

Cloud Atlas/David Mitchell
Souls cross ages like clouds cross skies . . .
Six interlocking lives - one amazing adventure. In a narrative that
circles the globe and reaches from the 19th century to a postapocalyptic future, Cloud Atlas erases the boundaries of time,
genre and language to offer an enthralling vision of humanity's
will to power, and where it will lead us.

Beloved/Toni Morrison
Terrible, unspeakable things happened to Sethe at Sweet Home,
the farm where she lived as a slave for so many years until she
escaped to Ohio. Her new life is full of hope but eighteen years
later she is still not free. Sethe's new home is not only haunted
by the memories of her past but also by the ghost of her baby,
who died nameless and whose tombstone is engraved with a
single word: Beloved.

Norwegian Wood/Haruki Murakami
When he hears her favourite Beatles song, Toru Watanabe recalls
his first love Naoko, the girlfriend of his best friend Kizuki.
Immediately he is transported back almost twenty years to his
student days in Tokyo, adrift in a world of uneasy friendships,
casual sex, passion, loss and desire - to a time when an impetuous
young woman called Midori marches into his life and he has to
choose between the future and the past.

Homage to Catalonia/George Orwell
'Every line of serious work that I have written since 1936 has
been written, directly or indirectly, against totalitarianism
and for democratic Socialism as I understand it'.
Thus wrote Orwell following his experiences as a militiaman in
the Spanish Civil War, chronicled in Homage to Catalonia. Here he
brings to bear all the force of his humanity, passion and clarity,
describing with bitter intensity the bright hopes and cynical
betrayals of that chaotic episode: the revolutionary euphoria of
Barcelona, the courage of ordinary Spanish men and women he
fought alongside, the terror and confusion of the front, his nearfatal bullet wound and the vicious treachery of his supposed
allies.

The Bell Jar/Sylvia Plath
When Esther Greenwood wins an internship on a New York
fashion magazine in 1953, she is elated, believing she will finally
realise her dream to become a writer. But in between the
cocktail parties and piles of manuscripts, Esther's life begins to
slide out of control. She finds herself spiralling into serious
depression as she grapples with difficult relationships and a
society which refuses to take her aspirations seriously.
The Bell Jar, Sylvia Plath's only novel, was originally published in
1963 under the pseudonym Victoria Lucas. The novel is
partially based on Plath's own life and descent into mental
illness, and has become a modern classic.

Grief is the Thing with Feathers/Max Porter
In a London flat, two young boys face the unbearable sadness of
their mother's sudden death. Their father, a Ted Hughes scholar
and scruffy romantic, imagines a future of well-meaning visitors
and emptiness.
In this moment of despair they are visited by Crow - antagonist,
trickster, healer, babysitter. This sentimental bird is drawn to the
grieving family and threatens to stay until they no longer need
him.

Postcards/Annie Proulx
This is story of Loyal Blood, a man who spends a lifetime on the
run from a crime so terrible that it renders him forever incapable
of touching a woman.
The odyssey begins on a freezing Vermont hillside in 1944 and
propels Blood across the American West for forty years. Denied
love and unable to settle, he lives a hundred different lives:
mining gold, growing beans, hunting fossils, trapping,
prospecting for uranium and ranching. His only contact with his
past is through a series of postcards he sends home – not
realising that in his absence disaster has befallen his family, and
their deep-rooted connection with the land has been severed
with devastating consequences…

Voyage in the Dark/Jean Rhys

“It was as if a curtain had fallen, hiding everything I had ever
known,' says Anna Morgan, eighteen years old and catapulted
to England from the West Indies after the death of her beloved
father. Working as a chorus girl, Anna drifts into the demimonde of Edwardian London. But there, dismayed by the
unfamiliar cold and greyness, she is absolutely alone and
unconsciously floating from innocence to harsh experience.
Her childish dreams have been replaced by the harsher reality
of living in a man's world, where all charity has its price.”
The reverse of a colonial narrative, this book looks at what
happens when those flung to the far corners of the globe return
home only to find it cold, strange and unwelcoming.

All Quiet on the Western Front/Erich Maria
Remarque
One by one the boys begin to fall...
In 1914 a room full of German schoolboys, fresh-faced and
idealistic, are goaded by their schoolmaster to troop off to the
'glorious war'. With the fire and patriotism of youth they sign up.
What follows is the moving story of a young 'unknown soldier'
experiencing the horror and disillusionment of life in the
trenches.

American Pastoral/Philip Roth

‘Swede’ Levov is living the American dream. He glides through
life cocooned by his devoted family, his demanding yet highly
rewarding (and lucrative) business, his sporting prowess, his
good looks. He is the embodiment of thriving, post-war
America, land of liberty and hope. Until the sunny day in 1968,
when the Swede’s bountiful American luck deserts him.
The tragedy springs from devastatingly close to home. His
adored daughter, Merry, has become a stranger to him, a
fanatical teenager capable of an outlandishly savage act of
political terrorism that plunges the Levov family into the political
mayhem of sixties America, and drags them into the underbelly
of a seemingly ascendant society. Rendered powerless by the
shocking turn of events, the Swede can only watch as his pastoral
idyll is methodically torn apart.

The God of Small Things/Arundhati Roy

“This is the story of Rahel and Estha, twins growing up among
the banana vats and peppercorns of their blind grandmother’s
factory, and amid scenes of political turbulence in Kerala.
Armed only with the innocence of youth, they fashion a
childhood in the shade of the wreck that is their family: their
lonely, lovely mother, their beloved Uncle Chacko (pickle
baron, radical Marxist, bottom-pincher) and their sworn enemy,
Baby Kochamma (ex-nun, incumbent grand-aunt).”
A deeply moving story about the barriers constructed by
society, about how one person should not love another because
of their station and about how we all break these rules for love.

Midnight’s Children/ Salman Rushdie
Born at the stroke of midnight at the exact moment of India's
independence, Saleem Sinai is a special child. However, this
coincidence of birth has consequences he is not prepared for:
telepathic powers connect him with 1,000 other 'midnight's
children' all of whom are endowed with unusual gifts.
Inextricably linked to his nation, Saleem's story is a whirlwind of
disasters and triumphs that mirrors the course of modern India
at its most impossible and glorious.

Persepolis/Mariane Satrapi

“The story of a childhood and the story of a return.”
Persepolis is a graphic novel set against the back drop of Iran and
its history. It paints a portrait of daily life, its struggles and
triumphs and the bewildering contradictions between public and
private life.
This book is about many things—history, politics, freedom,
feminism, love, family, terror and much more.

The Reader/Bernhard Schlink
For 15-year-old Michael Berg, a chance meeting with an older
woman leads to far more than he ever imagined. The woman in
question is Hanna, and before long they embark on a
passionate, clandestine love affair which leaves Michael both
euphoric and confused. For Hanna is not all she seems.
Years later, as a law student observing a trial in Germany,
Michael is shocked to realize that the person in the dock is
Hanna. The woman he had loved is a criminal. Much about her
behaviour during the trial does not make sense. But then
suddenly, and terribly, it does - Hanna is not only obliged to
answer for a horrible crime, she is also desperately concealing
an even deeper secret.

Frankenstein/Mary Shelley
A Gothic masterpiece and one of the books that all pupils should
read before they leave Marlborough College.
“The tale is a superb blend of science fiction, mystery and
thriller. Victor Frankenstein driven by the mad dream of creating
his own creature, experiments with alchemy and science to build
a monster stitched together from dead remains. Once the
creature becomes a living breathing articulate entity, it turns on
its maker and the novel darkens into tragedy. Although first
published in 1818, Shelley’s masterpiece still maintains a strong
grip on the imagination and has been the inspiration for
numerous horror movies, television and stage adaptations.”

Child 44/Tom Rob Smith
A gripping thriller set in Moscow, 1953. Under Stalin's terrifying
regime families live in fear. When the all-powerful State claims
there is no such thing as crime, who dares disagree?
An ambitious secret police officer, Leo Demidov has spent his
career arresting anyone who steps out of line. Suddenly his world
is turned upside down when he uncovers evidence of a killer at
large. Now, with only his wife at his side, Leo must risk both
their lives to save the lives of others.
Inspired by a real-life investigation, Child 44 is a relentless story
of love, hope and bravery in a totalitarian world. It is a thriller
unlike any you have ever read.

White Teeth/Zadie Smith
One of the most talked about fictional debuts ever, White
Teeth is a funny, generous, big-hearted novel, adored by critics
and readers alike. Dealing - among many other things - with
friendship, love, war, three cultures and three families over
three generations, one brown mouse, and the tricky way the
past has of coming back and biting you on the ankle, it is a lifeaffirming, riotous must-read of a book.

The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie/Muriel Spark
Romantic, heroic, comic and tragic, unconventional
schoolmistress Jean Brodie has become an iconic figure in postwar fiction. Her glamour, unconventional ideas and manipulative
charm hold dangerous sway over her girls at the Marcia Blaine
Academy - 'the crème de la crème' - who become the Brodie 'set',
introduced to a privileged world of adult games that they will
never forget.

The Grapes of Wrath/John Steinbeck
Set against the background of Dust Bowl Oklahoma and
Californian migrant life, it tells of the Joad family, who, like
thousands of others, are forced to travel west in search of the
promised land. Their story is one of false hopes, thwarted desires
and broken dreams, yet out of their suffering Steinbeck created a
drama that is intensely human, yet majestic in its scale and moral
vision; an eloquent tribute to the endurance and dignity of the
human spirit.

Dracula/Bram Stoker
When Jonathan Harker visits Transylvania to help Count
Dracula purchase a London house, he makes horrifying
discoveries in his client's castle. Soon afterwards, disturbing
incidents unfold in England: a ship runs aground on the shores
of Whitby, its crew vanished; beautiful Lucy Westenra slowly
succumbs to a mysterious, wasting illness, her blood drained
away; and the lunatic Renfield raves about the imminent arrival
of his 'master'. In the ensuing battle of wills between the sinister
Count and a determined group of adversaries - led by the
intrepid vampire hunter Abraham van Helsing - Bram Stoker
created a masterpiece of the horror genre, probing into
questions of identity, sanity and the dark corners of Victorian
sexuality and desire.

Waterland/Graham Swift

“Perfectly controlled, superbly written. Waterland is original,
compelling and narration of the highest order.”
Set in the bleak Fen Country of East Anglia, and spanning some
240 years in the lives of its haunted narrator and his ancestors,
Waterland is a book that takes in eels and incest, ale-making and
madness, the heartless sweep of history and a family romance as
tormented as any in Greek tragedy.

Vanity Fair/William Makepeace Thackeray
Self-serving social climber and anti-heroine Becky Sharp will do
anything to raise her status and attain wealth and standing with
smart Society. Clever, lively and resourceful, orphan Becky is the
total opposite of her naive and sentimental schoolmate Amelia
Sedley, a pampered, yet good-natured girl from a wealthy family.
As both women build lives for themselves in London, Thackeray
decadently satirises the corruption and flaws of 19th-Century
English Society.

Brooklyn/Colm Toibin
It is Ireland in the early 1950s and for Eilis Lacey, as for so
many young Irish girls, opportunities are scarce. So when her
sister arranges for her to emigrate to New York, Eilis knows
she must go, leaving behind her family and her home for the
first time.
Arriving in a crowded lodging house in Brooklyn, Eilis can only
be reminded of what she has sacrificed. She is far from home and homesick. And just as she takes tentative steps towards
friendship, and perhaps something more, Eilis receives news
which sends her back to Ireland. There she will be confronted
by a terrible dilemma - a devastating choice between duty and
one great love.

The Story of Lucy Gault/William Trevor
Summer, 1921. Eight-year-old Lucy Gault clings to the glens and
woods above Lahardane - the home her family is being forced to
abandon. She knows the Gaults are no longer welcome in Ireland
and that danger threatens. Lucy, however, is headstrong and
decides that somehow she must force her parents into staying.
But the path she chooses ends in disaster. One chance event,
unwanted and unexpected, will blight the lives of the Gaults for
years to come and bind each of them in different ways to this
one moment in time, to this wild stretch of coast...

Slaughterhouse 5/Kurt Vonnegut
Prisoner of war, optometrist, time-traveller - these are the life
roles of Billy Pilgrim, hero of this miraculously moving, bitter
and funny story of innocence faced with
apocalypse. Slaughterhouse 5 is one of the world's great anti-war
books. Centring on the infamous fire-bombing of Dresden in the
Second World War, Billy Pilgrim's odyssey through time reflects
the journey of our own fractured lives as we search for meaning
in what we are afraid to know.

The Colour Purple/Alice Walker
Set in the deep American South between the wars, The Color
Purple is the classic tale of Celie, a young black girl born into
poverty and segregation. Raped repeatedly by the man she calls
'father', she has two children taken away from her, is separated
from her beloved sister Nettie and is trapped into an ugly
marriage. But then she meets the glamorous Shug Avery, singer
and magic-maker - a woman who has taken charge of her own
destiny. Gradually Celie discovers the power and joy of her own
spirit, freeing her from her past and reuniting her with those
she loves.

Knowledge of Angels/Jill Paton Walsh
It is, perhaps, the fifteenth century and the ordered tranquillity of
a Mediterranean island is about to be shattered by the appearance
of two outsiders: one, a castaway, plucked from the sea by
fishermen, whose beliefs represent a challenge to the established
order; the other, a child abandoned by her mother and suckled by
wolves, who knows nothing of the precarious relationship
between Church and State but whose innocence will become the
subject of a dangerous experiment.
This book questions the nature of belief and organised religion
is a philosophical game of life and death.

Fingersmith/Sarah Waters
London 1862. Sue Trinder, orphaned at birth, grows up among
petty thieves - fingersmiths - under the rough but loving care of
Mrs Sucksby and her 'family'. But from the moment she draws
breath, Sue's fate is linked to that of another orphan growing up
in a gloomy mansion not too many miles away.
A fast paced and brilliantly plotted book. Unputdownable.
If you like this, try Oliver by Charles Dickens.

Trainspotting/Irvine Welsh

“Choose us. Choose life. Choose mortgage payments; choose
washing machines; choose cars; choose sitting oan a couch
watching mind-numbing and spirit-crushing game shows,
stuffing junk food intae yir mooth. Choose rotting away,
pishing and shiteing yersel in a home, a total embarrassment tae
the selfish, messed-up brats ye've produced. Choose life.”
Irvine Welsh takes you through the darker side of Edinburgh
street life. The language in the book is, at times, difficult to
understand, but stick with it. A companion read for A
Clockwork Orange.

Lighthouse Keeping/Jeanette Winterson
A lyrical tale of the young orphan Silver, taken in by the ancient
lighthouse keeper Mr. Pew, who reveals to her a world of myth
and mystery through the art of storytelling. Motherless and
anchorless, Silver is taken in by the timeless Mr. Pew, keeper of
the Cape Wrath lighthouse. Pew tells Silver ancient tales of
longing and rootlessness, of the slippages that occur throughout
every life. A story of mutability, talking birds and stolen books,
of Darwin and Stevenson and of the Jekyll and Hyde in all of us,
Lighthouse Keeping is a way into the most secret recesses of our
own hearts and minds.
A beautiful book about finding and coming to terms with
yourself.

Dirt Music/Tim Winton
Georgie Jutland is a mess. At forty, with her career in ruins, she
finds herself stranded with a fisherman she doesn’t love and two
kids whose dead mother she can never replace. Her days have
fallen into domestic tedium and social isolation. Her nights are a
blur of vodka and pointless loitering in cyberspace.
One morning, in the boozy pre-dawn gloom, she looks up from
the computer screen to see a shadow lurking on the beach below,
and a dangerous new element enters her life. Luther Fox, the
local poacher. Jinx. Outcast.
So begins an unlikely alliance. Set in the wild landscape of
Western Australia, this is a novel about the odds of breaking with
the past, a love story about people stifled by grief or regret,
whose dreams are lost, whose hopes have dried up.

Orlando/Virginia Woolf
Orlando has always been an outsider... His longing for passion,
adventure and fulfilment takes him out of his own time.
Chasing a dream through the centuries, he bounds from
Elizabethan England amd imperial Turkey to the modern
world. Will he find happiness with the exotic Russian Princess
Sasha? Or is the dashing explorer Shelmerdine the ideal man?
And what form will Orlando take on the journey - a nobleman,
traveller, writer? Man or... woman?

The Shadow of the Wind/Carlos Ruiz Zafon
Hidden in the heart of the old city of Barcelona is the 'cemetery
of lost books', a library of obscure and forgotten titles that have
long gone out of print. To this library, a man brings his 10-yearold son Daniel one cold morning in 1945. Daniel is allowed to
choose one book from the shelves and pulls out 'La Sombra del
Viento' by Julian Carax.
Then, one night, as he is wandering the old streets once more,
Daniel is approached by a figure who reminds him of a character
from La Sombra del Viento, a character who turns out to be the
devil. This man is tracking down every last copy of Carax's work
in order to burn them. What begins as a case of literary curiosity
turns into a race to find out the truth behind the life and death of
Julian Carax and to save those he left behind.

Choose your own!
Is there a book you are dying to read but it’s not on the challenge?
Why not go off trail?

Pick up to two books that are not on the challenge that you want to
read and they will count towards your 10 book total, just make sure
you have borrowed them from the library or they won’t count!
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